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1.  Introduction
The AntiLog range of products from Anticyclone Systems Ltd provide a very effective way to 
log RS232 data from a vast range of signal sources.  They are easy to use and are configured 
for operation using an RS232 terminal application in conjunction with a built in menu system.
The menu system allows full access to all of the data logging features and settings in each 
product.

Keystrokes sent to the menu system select various menu options and the menu display updates
to reflect the changes.  An example  of the main menu output from a standard AntiLog unit as 
seen on a serial port terminal display is shown below:-

AntiLog-MR V8.0b, Serial number ASL/16/001, 13-Jan-2020 15:20:03.519

- Playback Menu mode.
- 324370 bytes recorded in 1 session, 0% of 1.8GB
- Data transfer and 'On' button aware

 <S> Start playback now (or use 'On' button)
 <R> Recording options
 <P> Playback options
 <G> General options
 <L> Lock user options
 <B> Battery check
 <A> About AntiLog
 <U> Shut down
?

Most free or commercially available serial port terminal applications will be suitable for use 
with all AntiLog products if the terminal application supports 115,200 baud, eight bits with no
parity and no hardware flow control.  Microsoft used to include a free terminal application 
called 'HyperTerminal' with their Windows operating systems but recently, support for this 
product has been withdrawn (e.g. in Windows 10).

The AntiTermPro application was created by Anticyclone Systems Ltd to provide a 
comprehensive support tool for the AntiLog product range. It provides a terminal interface for 
the AntiLog menu system and provision for data uploads including the X-Modem data transfer
method (built into the older AntiLog single channel software builds) and the propriety dual 
channel high speed data transfer protocol (built into the current AntiLog and AntiLogPro dual 
channel software builds). AntiTermPro also provides a simple way to extract data directly 
from AntiLog media cards.  It provides extensive support for AntiLogPro OEM multiple unit 
operation and also allows product firmware upgrades via an internet connection.
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Figure 1: AntiLog and AntiLogPro RS232 data loggers



2.  Important information

2.1  User guide applicability

This manual refers to the AntiTermPro V3.2 product from Anticyclone Systems Ltd running 
on a Microsoft Windows platform with a minimum operating system specification of 
Microsoft Windows 7 (Microsoft Windows XP is not supported).

2.2  Intended use

AntiTermPro has been designed for use as terminal and product support application for all of 
the Anticyclone Systems Ltd AntiLog product range.  It provides a user friendly way to 
interact with these products and can retrieve and extract recorded data from connected units or
media cards via a PC media card reader.  It can also be used as a general purpose serial port 
terminal application.

Anticyclone Systems Ltd is not liable for any damage or loss of data resulting from any use of 
this software.

2.3  Installation

Before installing AntiTermPro from the installation program, please ensure there are no 
running instances of AntiTermPro on your PC.  If versions are still running during installation,
then installation file writes may be blocked.

Run the supplied or downloaded installation program. Depending on your installed virus 
protection software and system security policies, you may additionally be asked to confirm 
this is a valid application to use on your system.  

For Microsoft Windows 10 for example, you may be presented with the following screen:-

Select 'More info' on the first screen and then 'Run anyway'.
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Figure 2: Windows Defender screens that may open when starting an installation



You may be prompted to install a .NET framework Visual Studio library if you have not 
already done this for other Microsoft .NET applications installed on your system.  

In common with other PC applications, if your Microsoft Windows desktop is configured to 
use large (125%) or extra-large (250%) fonts then you may notice some text overflow in the 
GUI in this and other applications you run (especially in Windows 7).  Reduce the system font
size toward 100% if this causes a problem when using AntiTermPro.

3.  AntiTermPro capabilities
The following is a top level overview of the features and capabilities of the AntiTermPro 
terminal application.

• Automatic AntiLog connected product recognition.
• Keep your units up to date with a built in Internet based firmware upgrade capability. 
• Fast RS232 serial port terminal supporting baud rates from 110 to 921,600 baud.
• Buffered display.  The last 1023 lines are retained at any one time for analysis.
• 'Snapshot' option to capture the current buffer content, display copy, paste, etc.
• Drag and drop multiple files or selected text to transmit over the terminal display.
• Powerful Macro system including dynamic codes to insert current date/time, etc.
• Selectable keyboard and display line termination, font and tab size.
• Upload recorded data using either a serial port connection or direct from the media.
• Built in simple data logging including a hex streaming option.
• Visualise GNSS NMEA streams including satellite plot and tabled position data.
• Comprehensive support for multiple unit operation.
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4.  The main application window
The main application window is split into three areas. The main 'Active display' area has the 
terminal and other selectable displays that get activated when choosing one of the options 
from the right hand 'Side menu' panel.  Below the active display is a 'Status information' area 
which shows the current serial port settings and other program status information.

There are eleven options in the 'Side menu' to select.  An overview of each follows.

4.1  Side menu: Terminal

The main terminal window is where you interact with AntiLog products via an RS232 serial 
port connection.  Typed keys are sent straight to a connected AntiLog unit and the display 
reflects responses from the connected unit.  If no unit is connected or the serial port is not 
active, no updates to the display will be seen when keystrokes are typed.

When a serial port is connected and active, there is a green surround to the terminal display.  If
window focus is removed from the program (i.e. you move to another application running on 
your PC and start clicking on it with your mouse) then the terminal surround turns a salmon 
colour but still outputs any changes seen from a connected unit.  If however at any point the 
selected serial port is not connected and active, a red surround is shown.  In this way, it is easy
to see if the terminal is connected and if your keystrokes will be effective.

Terminal lines are stored as they come into the application and the terminal will retain the 
most recent 1023 lines.  You can take multiple sideways copies at any time of this buffered 
data with the 'Snapshot' button at the bottom of the terminal display to scroll back through the 
captured lines and select and save sections of interest.

Within the terminal window at the bottom, there are a set of seven buttons which perform 
terminal specific functions.

4.1.1  Terminal: Disconnect/Connect

This button allows immediate connection or disconnection from the selected serial port.  A 
disconnected serial port will be shown as a red surround to the terminal display.  When a port 
is connected and active, the terminal surround will appear green.  The status line will also 
reflect the status saying 'Disconnected' or showing the port connection settings (e.g. 
'COM1:115200,n,8,1')
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4.1.2  Terminal: Settings

This activates the Terminal Settings display.  This has the same function as selecting 'Term 
Settings' in the 'Side menu'.

4.1.3  Terminal: Clear

Selecting this button clears the entire terminal screen and buffer.  More data is captured than 
can be shown on the terminal display and the most recent 1023 terminal lines are internally 
stored.  The clear button empties the terminal display and this buffer of lines.

4.1.4  Terminal: Zoom + and Zoom -

These buttons provide a simple way to make the terminal font appear larger or smaller on the 
terminal display. If you press the 'Settings' button you will be taken to the terminal Settings 
display where you can 'Apply and Save' the terminal font size so it is the same next time you 
start the AntiTermPro application.

4.1.5  Terminal: Snapshot

The terminal stores the most recent incoming 1023 lines of data in an internal buffer.  The 
snapshot button allows you to open a new window containing a snapshot of this buffer for you
to look at in your own time.  Opening this Snapshot window does not block the operation of 
the terminal program and you can have many snapshot windows open at once, all containing 
different data captured at the point of clicking the Snapshot button in a terminal session.

The 'File' menu allows selected or all of the content to be written to a file of your choice, and 
the 'Edit' menu  allows selected or all of the content to be copied to the system clipboard.  

You can tick the 'Enable Editing' checkbox to allow editing of the content in the snapshot 
window before saving the content to file or copying the content to the system clipboard.  The 
'Zoom +' and 'Zoom -' buttons simply increase or decrease the screen font size for this 
snapshot window.
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Figure 4: Snapshot window



Note that very long text lines may appear wrapped onto the next line within the snapshot 
window.  Internally within the snapshot capture, the long lines are still stored as long lines so 
saving or copying content from this snapshot window will not cause problems with 
reformatting of line data.

4.1.6  Terminal: Send file

You can send one or more files directly to a connected unit (for example, sending an AntiLog 
system upgrade file) by clicking the 'Send File' button and selecting one or more files to send. 
Alternatively, you can simply drag and drop files onto the terminal display or drag selected or 
highlighted text onto the terminal display to send content from your desktop or file system.  

You do not have to wait for the previous send operation to complete, you can send files at any 
time by any method and more data will be appended to the send buffer store and the progress 
in the status line will reflect this.  A 'Cancel' button appears on the bottom status line to the 
right of the send progress bar which can be used to cancel any remaining buffered output.

4.2  Side menu: Term settings

It is essential to select the correct serial port settings to allow communication with a connected
AntiLog unit.  If the serial port settings mismatch (e.g. baud rates, parity etc. do not match) 
then successful communication will not be possible.

Clicking on the 'AntiLog Defaults' button will reset the settings in the GUI to 115,200 baud, 8 
data bits, no parity and one stop bit which is the default connection settings for all AntiLog 
based products.  Click the 'Apply Changes' button to actually change the active serial port 
settings.

For the keyboard, you can also select what happens when you type the 'Enter' key.  The default
is for the terminal to send a Carriage Return character and a Line Feed character (the default 
for AntiLog applications) but you can select Line Feed only or Carriage Return only if 
required.
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Figure 6: Terminal settings display

Figure 5: 'Send File' buffered progress display and 'Cancel' button



Similarly, in the display section, you can select what happens when the terminal receives a 
Carriage Return character.  The default action is to move the cursor to the start of the current 
line only and expect a following Line Feed character to move the cursor down on to the next 
line but you can configure the terminal to automatically append a Line Feed to incoming 
return characters.

Clicking the 'Set to Defaults' button will reset all terminal and communication settings to 
AntiLog compatible defaults.  This button may affect the current port name (See Appendix B).

Note that for completeness, one and a half stop bits is offered in the terminal settings for 
connected equipment that supports it, but none of the AntiLog hardware supports one and a 
half stops bits, they only support one or two stop bits.  AntiTermPro does not support 
hardware flow control as AntiLog products do not need hardware flow control to function.

4.2.1  How to restore AntiLog menu serial port settings

If someone gives you an AntiLog unit that has been configured for use with menu system 
settings that are not known to you, there is an easy way to reset the AntiLog menu serial port 
settings to 115,200 baud, 8 bits no parity (the AntiLog default settings).

Turn the AntiLog unit off and then push and hold the 'On' button for around ten seconds or 
more until you see a flash on the LEDs, then release the 'On' button. You should now see the 
main menu with the AntiLog default serial port settings. No other settings or recorded data 
will be changed during this communication reset process.

4.3  Side menu: Macros

Clicking the Macros button brings up the 'Terminal Function Key Macros' display.  In this 
display you can define what sequence of characters (if any) are sent to a connected unit if you 
type the F1 to F12 function keys on the keyboard.  

The Macros are a very powerful feature as you can define dynamic output instead of just fixed
text for each key.  For example, you can have the F1 key dynamically output the current date 
and time embedded in a text string or you can have a function key send one or more selected 
files on disk to a unit.  See the Macros section (Section 8) in this user guide for more details 
on setting up Macro key definitions.

4.4  Side menu: Uploads

AntiLog single channel units (e.g. running V3.x of the AntiLog software) allow recorded data 
to be uploaded using the X-Modem serial port transfer protocol.  This protocol only allows 
simple single channel file uploads and is fault tolerant if an error occurs during a transfer.

All AntiLog dual channel units and all AntiLogPro products have the new ASLMTx2 
proprietary data transfer protocol built in as standard. This protocol allows high speed 
uploading of a complete media image from a connected host over a serial port connection.  
Once this image has been collected, channel data can be extracted from this image using the 
'Data Extract' side menu.
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AntiTermPro has both protocols built in and will automatically detect what unit is connected 
and select the right protocol for upload.  You also have the option to erase recorded data on 
your unit after an image has been collected. See the section on 'Data Uploads' for more details 
(Section 6).  

4.5  Side menu: Upgrades

All products in the AntiLog product range include a built in bootloader application.  This 
application allows the user to update the firmware on a connected unit at any time simply by 
sending a special upgrade text file to the unit in playback mode using any serial port terminal 
application.  In AntiTermPro, you can use the 'Send File' button in the terminal window to 
perform this function.  Simply select the source of this upgrade if you already have an upgrade
file or you can simply drag and drop the supplied upgrade file over the AntiTermPro terminal 
window to start an upgrade.

The 'Upgrades' side menu button opens a set of options that allow you to automate this process
without having to obtain an upgrade file by email or through a web site request.  The software 
upgrade feature can check via an Internet connection if an upgrade is available for your 
connected unit or you can just go ahead and click the 'Modify Connected Unit Firmware Now' 
button and perform an update to the latest release immediately.  Once a check or upgrade has 
been performed, a button is enabled allowing you to open the related user guide for the 
upgrade via your system default web browser.

See the section on 'Firmware Upgrades' (Section 9) for more details on this feature.

4.6  Side menu: Logging

You can perform simple logging of all terminal input to a selected file with the 'AntiLog Data 
Logging Options' display.  If an AntiTermPro log file is open, the “Log” section in the far 
right of the Status Line will light green showing logging is active.  Data can be appended to an
existing log file or overwritten and an AntiLog compatible session header expansion can 
appear at the start of each log file if required.  You can also log the data as an expanded 16 
byte hexadecimal dump which can help when your system is sending binary data.

This simple data logging facility is not designed to replace the powerful recording capabilities 
of our AntiLog products.  It is provided for simple data capture of terminal input.

4.7  Side menu: Visualise

As AntiLog products are extensively used to capture GPS, GLONASS and other navigation 
satellite data, AntiTermPro includes a way to visualise GNSS NMEA 0183 serial port data 
streams for many different satellite constellation sources.

The display currently shows up to 12 channels of NMEA tracking data for the selected 
satellite constellation source and the Azimuth/Elevation plot additionally shows the signal 
level in the box containing the satellite PRN number.
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You can hold the display with the 'Hold' checkbox below the Azimuth/Elevation plot to freeze
the display content for inspection. Uncheck this box again to continue to see live updates.

4.7.1  Satellite data source

The source for the navigation solution can be selected from GPS, GLONASS, Galileo or 
BeiDou navigation satellite constellations.
 

AntiTermPro uses the NMEA talker ID to determine the source data.  The NMEA talker ID 
consists of the first two characters following the '$' start of sentence character. 
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Constellation Talker ID

GPS GP

GLONASS GL

Galileo GA

BeiDou BD or GB

Integrated solution GN

Table 1: GNSS talker IDs

4.8  Side menu: Extract data

The 'Extract Data' button is the only Side Menu button which doesn't affect the main active 
display.  Each time you click it, it opens up a new independent window which you can use to 
decode and extract data from AntiLog media files on disk and direct from media cards 
containing AntiLog recorded data.  Multiple windows can be open at any one time and the 
operations are completely independent of the terminal operation so both window types can be 
running at the same time.  See the section on extracting recorded data (Section 7) for more 
details.

4.9  Side menu: Multiple unit

Clicking the 'Multiple Unit' side menu button will open a display which allows interaction 
with all units connected to a dedicated multi-unit serial port bus.  The display shows all 
detected units in such a system in table form.  It uses a proprietary Anticyclone Systems Ltd 
ASLCMD command language interface built into the product for multiple unit 
communication.

The OEM version of the AntiTermPro units can be built into a multiple unit system by 
connecting together the third auxiliary serial port on each unit forming a multi-unit bus.  

The tabular multiple unit display will also work with a single boxed AntiLogPro unit 
connected to the current playback menu serial port with some restrictions (e.g. you cannot 
control the unit while in record mode like you can in the full OEM multi-unit bus 
configuration).

The multiple unit mode is also compatible with associated AntiLogPro production control 
equipment but there is no multiple unit capability built into the original AntiLog hardware and
software and so this feature cannot be used with the original AntiLog product.

See section 10 for more details on multiple unit operation. 

4.10  Side menu: Preferences

The preferences display (See Figure 9) allows selected preferences to be saved from the 
current running instance of the program.  When the program is restarted, the selected 
preferences will become active. 

You can locally restore the settings that were active at program start-up or reset the settings to 
program defaults.  Any changes to the settings will not be remembered the next time the 
program is started unless the 'Save' button is used.
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4.11  Side menu: About

The 'About' display shows the AntiTermPro program version and build date. It also includes a 
link to a web page containing the user guide for the current AntiTermPro software build.  
Clicking on the Anticyclone Systems logo will open a web link to the main Anticyclone 
Systems Limited website.  Clicking on the 'Show Terminal' button will take you back to the 
main terminal display.
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5.  Extracting recorded data from AntiLog units
All AntiLog units record data to FLASH media memory cards. For the original boxed AntiLog
unit, the media is not accessible without first having to take the boxed enclosure apart.  For all
other AntiLog hardware variants, the media cards are easily accessible.  Recovering recorded 
data from the original boxed AntiLog therefore requires a serial port or terminal application, 
such as AntiTermPro.

In addition, the original single channel version of the embedded AntiLog software (V3) could 
only write to MMC and SD flash media cards.  V5 and later of the dual channel AntiLog and 
AntiLogPro firmware can write to MMC/SD/SDHC and SDXC media up to 1TB.

Always power down your AntiLog units before removing a media card if the AntiLog units 
are in record mode.  This allows the latest log file session to be closed properly before 
removal.  You do not need to power down units before removing media if the AntiLog units 
are in playback mode as the media cards are fully hot swappable in this mode so you can play 
back or upload data from multiple media cards by removing and inserting cards as you wish.

You cannot simply remove a media card used for data logging from an AntiLog unit and place
it into a PC media card reader and see the recorded data in the Microsoft Windows file 
system. AntiLog deliberately does not use the Microsoft FAT, FAT32 or EXFAT file systems 
for data storage because these file systems are not suited to high reliability in a data logging 
application where power could be removed from the system at any time.  In addition, the FAT 
file systems have no support for real time embedded timestamping or real time playback.

For this reason, dedicated software is required to extract recorded data from AntiLog units or 
media cards and AntiTermPro has all of this capability built into the application.

5.1  Effectively capturing all recorded information.

If you simply tried to replay the recorded data from an AntiLog unit and capture it on a 
terminal program, you would be missing out on timestamping and other hidden data 
embedded into the AntiLog file system. 

What is needed is a way to extract all of the information from an AntiLog unit, copy it to a 
local media file and then use that file as a source to extract the recorded channel data.  In this 
way, you will not lose any of the information stored within the recording you might want to 
extract later (e.g. time stamping or session header information).
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For AntiLog and AntiLogPro units running the dual channel version (V4.0 and above) of the 
embedded software, AntiTermPro can create an AntiLog Media Image File using the 'Uploads'
side menu option.  Uploads are performed using a serial port connection to the unit using the 
built in ASLMTx2 transfer protocol in the 'Uploads' display.  When the media image file has 
been collected, you can use the 'Extract data' window to extract the recorded channel data 
from this file.

If you can gain access to the media card used for record, you can place this media card in a PC
media card reader and this becomes the media image file source instead of using a serial port 
connection.  This applies to all versions of the AntiLog software (both single and dual channel
versions). You can then extract the channel data direct from the media as many times as you 
wish.

Once you have created a Media Image file (or you have direct access to the media), then you 
can perform data extraction operations as many times as you like selecting different extraction
methods and options each time, e.g. extracting as a hex file, with or without timestamps, with 
or without expanded headers and channel ID information.  The extracting process is very 
much faster than having to reload the information over the serial port each time.

Section 6 covers the ASLMTx2 data uploading process in more detail.

5.2  Single channel data uploads

If you are running single channel AntiLog software (V1.0 to V3.8) then you will need to use 
the X-Modem protocol built into AntiLogPro to upload data using a serial port connection.  In
this instance, you are extracting channel data directly (as it is a single channel unit) and no 
intermediate image file is involved so you will need to set your playback options on the unit 
itself (e.g. time stamp and session header expansion during playback).

Section 6 covers the data uploading process for X-Modem uploads in more detail.
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6.  Data uploads
If you click the 'Uploads' button in the Side menu, the Uploads display will be activated.  This 
display allows uploading a complete Media Image File from units compatible with the 
ASLMTx2 transfer protocol (all dual port versions of the AntiLog and AntiLogPro software, 
V4.0 and above) or it will allow an X-Modem transfer of played back data for the single 
channel version of the AntiLog product over the current serial port connection.

If no valid AntiLog series unit is detected by AntiTermPro on the serial port then a 'Searching 
for a unit' message appears.

6.1  Multi-bus operation

AntiLogPro OEM units running V5.4 or later (V8.0 highly recommended) of the embedded 
software can be built into a multiple unit system up to a theoretical maximum of 255 units, 
each of which can support dual port recording.  See section 10 for more details on multiple 
unit operation.

If you are connected to a multiple unit system, you can choose the bus address of an individual
unit you want to extract data from using the 'Connect using ASLCMD bus address' drop box.  
In this way you can download data from a specific unit in a multiple unit system.

6.2  Automatic device detection

Once you have connected a unit, the display will automatically change to the right protocol for
the unit detected and will show information about the recorded data stored on the unit. A 
labelled image representing the detected hardware also appears at the top of the side menu.
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Figure 12: Upload searching for a unit



6.3  ASLMTx2 transfers

For all AntiLog variants compatible with the ASLMTx2 transfer protocol, the following 
upload display is activated.  The example shown is for a connected AntiLogPro unit.

Select a file name for the AntiLog Media Image file to create either by typing the directory 
and file you require in the 'Output File' box or click the file request gadget to the right of this 
box […] to open a system file requester in which you can specify a destination directory and 
enter an output file name.  Click the 'Start Transfer' button to start a transfer and to create the 
AntiLog Media Image File.

When the file has been created, the 'Extract...' button becomes active and clicking it will open 
and Extract Data window ready to decode channel data from the captured AntiLog Media 
Image file.  You can abort a transfer at any time using the 'Stop Transfer' button when it is 
active.

6.3.1  Erasing recorded data

You can tick the 'Erase Media after Successful Upload' check box to automatically erase all 
recorded data on the connected unit's media card following a successful data transfer.  In this 
case, when the transfer completes, a command is sent to the connected unit to erase all 
recorded data and the 'Recorded (Ch1)' and 'Recorded (Ch2)' fields in the GUI will show zero 
and the title bar will display 'Empty'.  

You can also erase media without the requirement to perform any transfer operation by 
clicking the 'Erase Media' button and clicking 'Yes' in the pop up confirmation request. 
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Figure 13: Upload display for ASLMTx2 transfers



6.3.2  MAXBAUD data transfers

The ASLMTx2 Transfer protocol supports a MAXBAUD feature. If you tick the 'Negotiate 
Maximum Transfer Speed' box then AntiTermPro will request the connected AntiLog to 
temporarily switch to the maximum serial port baud rate supported by the hardware, complete 
the file transfer and then it will automatically switch back to the current active settings.  You 
will see the port speed change in the status line within AntiTermPro.  Dynamically switching 
to the highest speed will always be done with 8 data bits, no parity and one stop bit for 
maximum download speed.  For AntiLogPro units for example, the COM port will switch to 
'921600:8,n,1'.

Clicking this box significantly speeds up data transfers compared to the default 115,200 baud 
setting.  Note however that even though the connected AntiLog unit can support these high 
baud rates, some standard PC serial ports on desktop PCs for example can only handle up to 
115,200 baud and this feature will not be available to select if your serial port is not capable of
higher speeds.  USB to serial port adapters can usually support these higher baud rates. USB 
to serial port adapters known to be compatible with AntiLog units are available from your 
AntiLog supplier.

6.4  X-Modem transfers

For compatibility with older single channel AntiLog units, a built in X-Modem data transfer 
capability is built into AntiTermPro.
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Figure 14: Upload display for X-Modem transfers



The X-Modem transfer method simply downloads recorded data using the current AntiLog 
playback settings and writes the result to an output file so you need to configure whether or 
not you need timestamps expanded or session headers included using the AntiLog playback 
settings before starting an X-Modem data transfer.  

Specify an output file name or click the file request gadget to the right of this box […] to open
a system file requester in which you can specify a destination directory and output file name.  
Start the transfer using the 'Start Transfer' button. You can abort a transfer at any time using 
the 'Stop Transfer' button when it is active.

You can erase media on the connected unit with the 'Erase Media' button or have 
AntiTermPro automatically erase the media after a successful upload as you can with an 
ASLMTx2 transfer.

The X-Modem transfer process does not create an AntiLog Media Image File so you will need
to repeat the process if you need to change output options (e.g. timestamp expansion in the 
output data).  It is therefore recommended you upgrade your single channel AntiLog units to 
the latest dual channel release to significantly improve recorded data extraction capability and 
performance. 

6.4.1  X-Modem character padding

During an X-Modem transfer, the protocol requires all data packets sent over the link must be 
either 128 bytes long or 1024 bytes long.  To round an output file up to the end of the last 
packet, padding characters are added until the last packet is full and then it can be transmitted.
The padding character for X-Modem is defined as ASCII Control-'Z' (26 decimal, 1A 
hexadecimal).

If you tick the 'Strip end of file X-Modem character padding' box then AntiTermPro will 
attempt to remove all padding characters at the end of the received file that are Control-'Z'.  
This works well if the data is ASCII text but if the recorded data really does contain trailing 
Control-'Z' characters, these will be stripped away as well.  This could happen if the data 
recorded is in binary for example and the last byte or bytes just happened to be Control-'Z'.  

6.4.2  AntiLog settings lock

In normal operation, you are able to lock the settings on an AntiLog unit with the “<L> Lock
user options” menu item.

AntiLog-M[R] V3.8, Serial number ASL/16/050, 01-Dec-2019 10:40:57.107

- 239687 bytes recorded in 1 session, 0% of 241.8MB
- PLAYBACK mode, X-MODEM and 'On' button aware

 <S> Start playback now (or use 'On' button)
 !LOCKED! Recording options
 !LOCKED! Playback options
 !LOCKED! General options
 <L> UnLock user options
 <B> Battery check
 <A> About AntiLog
 <U> Shut down
? 
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The AntiTermPro X-Modem transfer will not work properly if the settings lock is active so it 
will detect this situation and prompt you through the steps to unlock your unit and then 
transfers can take place.

6.4.3  Improving X-Modem data upload performance

To minimise the time taken to perform an upload, use the AntiLog menu system to set the 
playback and menu baud rates to 460,800 baud and then set the AntiTermPro terminal speed 
to match this at 460,800 baud.

Now when you perform an X-Modem transfer, the time taken to complete the upload should 
be significantly reduced.

This technique of changing the baud rate to the maximum speed supported by the hardware is 
automatically available when transferring data using the dual port versions of the AntiLog and
AntiLogPro software that use the ASLMTx2 protocol (see section 6.3). 
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Figure 15: X-Modem AntiLog settings lock detection

Figure 16: X-Modem unlocking settings lock



7.  Data extraction
Each time you click the 'Extract Data' button in the Side Menu, a new window opens letting 
you extract data from an existing AntiLog Media Image File created during the 'Upload' 
process (see section 6.3), or direct from AntiLog media placed in a PC media card reader.

Opening this window does not block other activities including the main terminal function so 
for example you can perform separate data extraction activities whilst still using AntiTermPro
to interact with a connected unit.

If you have clicked the 'Extract...' button in the Uploads display after creating an AntiLog 
Media Image File, then the 'Media Image' file name will already be populated in this window 
when it opens.  

If no file name is present or you want to change it, you can make manual alterations in the 
'Media Image' text box or use the open requester button […] to open a system file request to 
choose an AntiLog Media Image file to extract data from.

You can also click on the 'Media Card' button to access AntiLog media cards directly.  In this 
case, the media card needs to be inserted into a compatible PC media card reader.
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Figure 17: Data extract window



7.1  Extracting data directly from a media card

7.1.1  SD media card data corruption

Anticyclone Systems Ltd recommends you enable the LOCK switch on SD cards where 
available before plugging a card containing important AntiLog recorded data into a PC media 
card reader.  (Note that MultiMediaCards do not have a lock switch.)

This is because many PC configurations will attempt to write small temporary hidden files to 
new media as part of virus checking, search caching, multimedia file indexing, etc. without 
your knowledge.  The creation of these files should not cause corruption problems in general 
use with the latest edition of the AntiLog file system, but to be absolutely sure, setting the 
LOCK switch is the safest way to ensure the integrity of your recorded data, 

If the LOCK switch is enabled on the card (slid in the direction away from the media contact 
pins as shown in Figure 18) then this should prevent all PC write operations and so the card 
content cannot be modified and becomes read only.  If you intend to use the LOCK feature, 
please ensure your media card reader respects the LOCK position on the media card as some 
do not!  

The LOCK switch is only a mechanical sliding piece of plastic on the side of the SD card with
no electrical connections.  A card reader will use a microswitch which will be activated by this
plastic LOCK position when a card is inserted to read the lock state. You can test the 
operation of your card reader by trying to modify the card content with the lock switch set 
before using the card reader in an AntiLog application.

With V6.0 and later of the AntiLog software, you should leave the LOCK switch set on the 
media card when you plug the card back into an AntiLog unit. Antilog will deliberately write 
data regardless of the lock switch setting so it is safe to leave the LOCK switch permanently 
set on. The AntiLog main menu will warn you if you haven't set the lock switch.

The one exception to setting the LOCK switch is when you intend to perform a media erase 
operation using the 'Erase' button and supporting GUI.  In this case you will need to disable 
the LOCK switch before the erase operation to allow the erase function to modify the media 
content. 

7.2  Performing a data extraction

If you have inserted a media card into a PC media card reader, you are able to extract data 
directly from the card.  Click the 'Media Card' button to be presented with a list of available 
disk volumes on your system, one of which should contain the AntiLog media card.
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Figure 18: Setting the media lock switch



Removable drives that are not NTFS in nature will be highlighted in green to show possible 
drives used to hold AntiLog media.  Click the 'Select' button to the right of the listed drive to 
select it.  If that disk contains a valid AntiLog media card then information on the data stored 
is shown.  An example follows (Figure 20) for the 'L:\' drive selected in the 'AntiLog Media 
Drive Selection' screen shown  in Figure 19.

Note that once the program has established there is valid AntiLog data on the media card 
specified, the 'Erase' button becomes available.

7.3  Extracted output options

For each channel, options are available to define how data will be extracted from the selected 
media card or AntiLog Media Image file.
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Figure 19: List of disk volumes to select media

Figure 20: Media information for inserted media card

Figure 21: Extracted output options for channel 1

file:///L:/


If no valid data has been recorded for a particular channel (e.g. the total number of bytes 
recorded for that channel is zero) then the options will appear ghosted and can't be selected for
that channel.  Tick the channels you want to extract data for and specify unique file names for 
each channel output file.

Clicking the […] button to the right of the 'Output file' text box opens a system file requester 
to help you choose an output directory and file name.

For each channel, you may select one or more of the following options:-

7.3.1  Expand header session

This option will expand a text based session header into the output stream every time a new 
session header is detected in the log data.  A new session is created in AntiLog each time you 
start and stop a recording session. The log file should start with a session header.

The general format for a session header appearing in the output stream is as shown below:-

<CR><LF>$SESSION,n,f,datetime,ASL/pr/nnn,ID=id,NBYTE=nb*csum<CR><LF> 

Where:
n  = Session number 1 to 65535
f = Date and Time flag.  'V' for valid date and time, 'R' for relative date and time.
datetime = Formatted Date and Time text.
pr =   Product ID number, e.g. 16 for AntiLog, 23 for AntiLogPro units.
nnn = Product serial number of AntiLog unit used to record the data in this session.
id = AntiLog unit identification string.  If there is no identification string, this field 

will not be present.
nb = Number of bytes ('N') used in this session if 'N' byte binary timestamping was 

used.  This item only appears in the session header after a comma if a session was
recorded with 'N' byte binary timestamping.

csum = NMEA compatible EXOR checksum

Example:

<CR><LF>$SESSION,1,V,20-Nov-2019 22:16:23.266,ASL/16/200*37<CR><LF>

If valid date and time was available when the session was created, a 'V' character will appear 
in the Date and Time flag field to indicate the absolute date and time values used in this 
session are valid.  If no valid date and time was available for this session, an 'R' appears in the 
flag parameter and this means the time and date will be relative to an assumed switch on date 
and time of 01-Jan-2000 00:00:00.000

7.3.2  Expand timestamps

 If you have recorded data on an AntiLog unit with timestamping enabled, it is possible to 
expand the timestamps as embedded ASCII strings or messages in the output data stream. 

The output format for the timestamp is defined by the pull down options to the right of the 
'Expand timestamps...' tick box.  The options available are:-

Date & Time 0: dd-MMM-yyyy HH:mm:ss.fff
Date & Time 1: dd-MMM-yyyy,HH:mm:ss.fff
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Date & Time 2: dd/MM/yyyy HH:mm:ss.fff
Date & Time 3: dd/MM/yyyy,HH:mm:ss.fff
Date & Time 4: ISO8601
Date & Time 5: Raw 6 byte binary

The following example shows two lines of NMEA data played back with the playback 
timestamps enabled and 'Date & Time 0': selected.

20-Nov-2016 22:05:29.228,$GPGGA,,,,,,0,07,,,,,,,*61
20-Nov-2016 22:05:29.290,$GPGSA,A,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,1.47,0.90,1.16*0D

7.3.3  Expand channel ID

Timestamps recorded in an AntiLog file also contain a channel number.  The channel number 
is the source of the data. Channel 1 data is output as '1,' and channel 2 data is output as '2,'.  
Events logged from button pushes of digital state readings will have a channel number of zero 
and be output as '0,'.

The following example shows two lines of NMEA data and an 'On' button event played back 
with the playback timestamps enabled with 'Date & Time 0' and channel number output 
enabled where the data was recorded on channel 2. The channel ID will always appear first.

2,20-Nov-2016 22:05:29.228,$GPGGA,,,,,,0,07,,,,,,,*61
2,20-Nov-2016 22:05:29.290,$GPGSA,A,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,1.47,0.90,1.16*0D
0,20-Nov-2016 22:05:31.120,$EVENT,ON,26*49

7.3.4  Creating a new file for each recording session

When you turn an AntiLog or AntiLogPro unit off in record mode after recording data and 
then switch it back on in record mode to record more data you create a new log session and 
data is appended to the media.  During the data extraction process, you can create a new file 
for each of these recorded sessions per channel.  

If you tick the 'Create a new file for each log session' box then a new file will be created with 
a file name that either has the session number inserted into it or the session date and time 
depending on the selection to the right of this check box.

If session number insertion is enabled, each session file will have [session_number] appended 
just before any file extension specified.  So if the 'Output file' text box above was set to 
'C:\temp\ch1.txt' then files will be created as follows:-

C:\temp\ch1 [001].txt
C:\temp\ch1 [002].txt
C:\temp\ch1 [003].txt
…

If date and time insertion was specified, file names such as these will be created:-
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Figure 22: Log session output file name options for channel 1



C:\temp\ch2 [22-Nov-2019 092014.611].txt
C:\temp\ch2 [22-Nov-2019 092034.112].txt
C:\temp\ch2 [22-Nov-2019 092050.110].txt 

If output files with these names already exist, an additional version number in brackets will be
appended as per the Microsoft Windows file system standard.  So if you ran the data 
extraction again with the same file names and session number insertion active you would see 
the following in the file system:-

C:\temp\ch1 [001].txt
C:\temp\ch1 [001] (1).txt
C:\temp\ch1 [002].txt
C:\temp\ch1 [002] (1).txt
C:\temp\ch1 [003].txt
C:\temp\ch1 [003] (1).txt

7.3.5  Output as a hexadecimal dump

Tick the 'Output as a hexadecimal dump' box to output the channel recorded data as an ASCII 
hexadecimal formatted dump of the data with an ASCII listing on the right hand side. This is 
useful if you want to visualise recorded binary data or suspect your equipment is transmitting 
wrong character sequences, non-printable characters, etc.

Each text line output contains a hexadecimal index from the beginning of the current session 
followed by 16 hexadecimal logged data byte values and the ASCII for these values to the 
right of the display.  

Non printable characters in the ASCII area are shown as '.' characters.  As an example, the 
following NMEA sentences were recorded with AntiLog:-

$GPRMC,163402,A,5116.5228,N,00048.4485,W,14.7,149.8,270903,2.8,W,A*25
$GPRMB,A,9.99,L,,Portland,4532.300,N,12239.494,W,999.999,321.0,-15.2,V,A*64
$GPGGA,163402,5116.5228,N,00048.4485,W,1,05,2.1,85.0,M,47.9,M,,*6C
$GPGSA,A,3,,06,09,14,,,24,,30,,,,2.4,2.1,1.0*39
$GPGSV,3,1,10,04,18,053,41,06,24,197,45,09,30,128,44,14,47,270,48*74

The hexadecimal playback dump output for the above recorded data is shown below:-

00000000: 24 47 50 52 4D 43 2C 31 36 33 34 30 32 2C 41 2C  $GPRMC,163402,A,
00000010: 35 31 31 36 2E 35 32 32 38 2C 4E 2C 30 30 30 34  5116.5228,N,0004
00000020: 38 2E 34 34 38 35 2C 57 2C 31 34 2E 37 2C 31 34  8.4485,W,14.7,14
00000030: 39 2E 38 2C 32 37 30 39 30 33 2C 32 2E 38 2C 57  9.8,270903,2.8,W
00000040: 2C 41 2A 32 35 0D 0A 24 47 50 52 4D 42 2C 41 2C  ,A*25..$GPRMB,A,
00000050: 39 2E 39 39 2C 4C 2C 2C 50 6F 72 74 6C 61 6E 64  9.99,L,,Portland
00000060: 2C 34 35 33 32 2E 33 30 30 2C 4E 2C 31 32 32 33  ,4532.300,N,1223
00000070: 39 2E 34 39 34 2C 57 2C 39 39 39 2E 39 39 39 2C  9.494,W,999.999,
00000080: 33 32 31 2E 30 2C 2D 31 35 2E 32 2C 56 2C 41 2A  321.0,-15.2,V,A*
00000090: 36 34 0D 0A 24 47 50 47 47 41 2C 31 36 33 34 30  64..$GPGGA,16340
000000A0: 32 2C 35 31 31 36 2E 35 32 32 38 2C 4E 2C 30 30  2,5116.5228,N,00
000000B0: 30 34 38 2E 34 34 38 35 2C 57 2C 31 2C 30 35 2C  048.4485,W,1,05,
000000C0: 32 2E 31 2C 38 35 2E 30 2C 4D 2C 34 37 2E 39 2C  2.1,85.0,M,47.9,
000000D0: 4D 2C 2C 2A 36 43 0D 0A 24 47 50 47 53 41 2C 41  M,,*6C..$GPGSA,A
000000E0: 2C 33 2C 2C 30 36 2C 30 39 2C 31 34 2C 2C 2C 32  ,3,,06,09,14,,,2
000000F0: 34 2C 2C 33 30 2C 2C 2C 2C 32 2E 34 2C 32 2E 31  4,,30,,,,2.4,2.1
00000100: 2C 31 2E 30 2A 33 39 0D 0A 24 47 50 47 53 56 2C  ,1.0*39..$GPGSV,
00000110: 33 2C 31 2C 31 30 2C 30 34 2C 31 38 2C 30 35 33  3,1,10,04,18,053
00000120: 2C 34 31 2C 30 36 2C 32 34 2C 31 39 37 2C 34 35  ,41,06,24,197,45
00000130: 2C 30 39 2C 33 30 2C 31 32 38 2C 34 34 2C 31 34  ,09,30,128,44,14
00000140: 2C 34 37 2C 32 37 30 2C 34 38 2A 37 34 0D 0A --  ,47,270,48*74..
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7.3.6  Hexadecimal playback with timestamps

If you enable 'Expand timestamp into output stream' and 'Output as a hexadecimal dump' at 
the same time then a timestamp will appear followed by a hexadecimal block of data.  This 
sequence repeats until the end of the media file is reached.  This is especially useful when 
playing back binary data recorded with the 'N' byte timestamping mode.  You will see a 
timestamp followed by the 'N' bytes of data in hexadecimal format.

7.4  Erasing AntiLog data on a media card

To erase AntiLog recorded data from a media card, you can use the erase facility built into the 
'Extract channel data from an AntiLog Media Image File' window.  You cannot use the PC file
system to delete or format the media to remove AntiLog recorded data.

First you will need to select the drive containing the data you wish to erase.  You can do this 
manually by typing the letter, colon and backslash characters into the 'Media Image' text box 
or you can simply select the drive from the GUI that lists all drives available in your system 
using the 'Media Card' button.

If AntiTermPro detects AntiLog data present on the selected media, the 'Erase' gadget to the 
right of the 'Media Card' gadget is enabled.

Clicking on the 'Erase' button brings up a GUI to allow you to perform an erase operation.
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Figure 23: The 'Media Card' and 'Erase' buttons

Figure 24: Media Erase GUI



If you click on the 'Erase Media' button and the media has the LOCK switch enabled, you will 
be prompted to change the state of this switch by clicking on the 'Eject' button, changing the 
LOCK position and reinserting the media then clicking the 'Erase Media' button.

When the erase operation has completed successfully, a message will appear in the status line 
and the fields in the display will be set to zero.
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Figure 25: Erase GUI when the media LOCK switch is active

Figure 26: Successful media erase operation



8.  Terminal macro definitions
During a terminal session, you can type one of the function keys (F1 to F12) on the keyboard 
and have a user defined sequence of characters sent to the connected equipment.  The 'Macros'
button on the side menu brings up the following display.

For each function key, you can enter characters to define what will be sent when the function 
key is pressed in the Terminal display.  One character you can't add into a definition without 
some special consideration is the Ampersand character ('&').  This is because the '&' character 
is used to introduce a special insertion code sequence.

When you first start AntiTermPro, there is a default definition assigned to the 'F1' key as 
shown above.  When the 'F1' key is pressed in the terminal window, it sets the connected 
AntiLog unit date and time from the current PC date and time using these special macro 
insertion codes.

8.1  Macro insertion codes

To extend the capability of the macro definitions, special insertion codes are used.  Similar to 
HTML codes, these are introduced by an Ampersand character ('&') and end with a semicolon 
';'.  So to actually enter an Ampersand character, you would use the insertion code for 
Ampersand which is &amp;
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Figure 27: Macro definition display



The format of the inserted code is either 
&codefunction;

or
&codefunction=parameter;
&codefunction=parameter,parameter,...;

You do not have to remember the codes. There is a region at the bottom of the Macros display
called 'Codes to insert at cursor position into Macro definitions'.  In this area, you can select a 
code to insert at the cursor position.  If the code you want is already selected in the pull down 
then you can just click the 'Insert' button to the right of it to insert the code.

The full set of built in codes are listed in Appendix C.

As stated above, the example presented in the F1 position in Figure 27 sets the date and time 
on a connected AntiLog unit from PC date and time. It sends two ASCII escape characters to 
move to the top of the menu system then 'G' for the General Menu, 'T' for set Date and Time 
and another 'T' to enter a date and time value.  Next we sent &utcdatetime; (which will 
send the real date and time whenever the function key is pressed). Next a code appears to send
an end of line sequence &crlf; and then two more ASCII escape sequences to bring you 
back up to the AntiLog main menu where you can see the newly set date and time.

8.2  Decimal and hexadecimal codes

You can enter any ASCII character value you want in the range 0 to 255 using the decimal or 
hexadecimal macro codes.  To insert a decimal code (say 27 for ASCII Escape) you could 
use:-

&#27;

If you would like to enter the value in hexadecimal (0x1B for ASCII Escape) then you would 
use:-

&#x1B;

8.3  The macro counter

The macro system includes a counter which can change value every time a function key is 
pressed.  To insert the count value, you use:-

&count;

You can set an initial value, set a value for the increment (which can be negative for an 
effective decrement) and you can set the output format (decimal, hexadecimal and formatted 
hexadecimal).  The following example sets an initial value of 20 to be incremented in 10s and 
output format hexadecimal with 2 characters (lower 8 bits of count), then it inserts the first 
count value (20).

&count=20,INC 10,HEX02;&count;

8.4  Inserting checksum sequences

AntiLogPro units and all of the AntiLog production programmer units support the ASLCMD 
command line interface.  This requires a checksum for every command issued.  In a similar 
way, GPS NMEA sentences require an EXOR checksum appended when sending and 
receiving messages. The Macro system can automatically generate these checksums without 
any user input.  So to issue the #VER,1 command to an AntiLogPro unit, you can use:-
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#VER,1&aslcmd;&crlf;

Which produces:-
#VER,1*B6<CR><LF>

To send a NMEA message, “$GPTEST,1 you could enter

$GPTEST,1&nmea;&crlf;

Which sends:-
$GPTEST,1*1C<CR><LF>

You can have more than one sentence or ASLCMD message per Macro definition so the 
following is valid:-

#VER,1&aslcmd;&crlf;#DIR,1&aslcmd;&crlf;

Which produces:-
#VER,1*B6<CR><LF>
#DIR,1*C4<CR><LF>

8.5  Inserting one or more files.

You can insert the contents of a file at the current Macro position.  The 'Special Function' pull 
down in the 'codes to insert...' has a 'Send a file' option which will prompt for a file name and 
will insert the content of the file at the cursor position when the function key is typed.  So if 
you selected 'D:\TEMP\file.txt', you would see:-

&file=D:\TEMP\file.txt;

You can send one file followed by others under the same function key definition as follows:-

&file=first.txt;&file=second.txt;

File transmission(s) will not take place until the function key is actually typed.  The files are 
not loaded or cached so if you alter or change the file pointed to by the name between 
invocations, the output content will reflect the latest content.
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9.  Firmware upgrades

9.1  Connecting a unit for upgrade

When you click on the 'Upgrades' button in the side menu, a 'Product Upgrades' display is 
shown in the main Active Display area.  If no unit is currently connected to AntiTermPro, the 
following display is shown:-

When you connect any AntiLog unit to AntiTermPro's configured serial port powered on in 
playback mode, you should see the display change to acknowledge a connection, similar to the
following example (if the terminal settings match the unit menu settings):-
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Figure 28: Upgrades display with no connected unit

Figure 29: Upgrades display content when connected to a unit



If you have a specific upgrade request or you need a custom upgrade file for a specific 
firmware release then you can always visit the upgrade request site at 
www.antilog.co.uk/upgrades.html (click on the link in the display to visit the upgrades site).

9.2  Checking for the latest firmware

You can check for the latest firmware release for your connected unit as long as you have a 
valid Internet connection on your PC.  Click on the 'Check connected unit for upgrade' button 
and a check will start.  AntiTermPro will connect to the Anticyclone Systems Ltd support site 
at www.antilog.co.uk to check for the latest version.

If successful, you will now additionally see an active 'User guide(s)' button which can be used 
to view any user guides corresponding to the latest software discovered for your connected 
unit, together with any installed option user guides.  If you click this button, a web link is sent 
to your system default browser which will open and copies of the user guides can be saved 
locally as usual within the web browser you use.  Please note there may be a delay while your 
system starts up the default web browser to display the selected content.

For the original AntiLog hardware (serial numbered ASL/16/xxx) you can additionally tick 
the box requesting the latest single channel software release rather than the default and 
recommended dual channel version.  In this way you can 'downgrade' a unit to the latest single
channel version if you need to.  This option is not applicable for other unit types (e.g. there is 
no legacy single channel build for the new AntiLogPro units).

9.3  Performing an update

You can modify the firmware in the connected unit to the very latest release by clicking the 
'Modify Connected Unit Firmware Now' button (you don't actually have to go through the 
checking sequence first, this process will simply download and upgrade to the latest release).  

Note that if you have connected an original AntiLog unit (serial number ASL/16/xxx), you 
can force the latest single channel upgrade by ticking the force single channel tick box. This 
single channel option is not available to all other hardware (e.g. AntiLogPro units).

If you click the 'Modify Connected Unit Firmware Now' button, a confirmation request will 
appear as follows ensuring you really do want to modify the connect unit firmware.
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Figure 30: Checking for latest product firmware release

http://www.antilog.co.uk/
http://www.antilog.co.uk/upgrades.html


During the firmware update, you will see a display similar to the following:-

A green progress bar is seen on the status line. When the upgrade has completed, a display 
similar to the following one is shown:-
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Figure 31: Firmware update confirmation

Figure 33: Firmware update complete display

Figure 32: Display during a firmware update



9.3.1  Upgrade warnings

Some upgrades (or downgrades in some cases) will affect the current unit settings or 
capabilities.  For example, upgrading from a single channel release to a dual channel release 
will lose the current user settings.  

If this is the case, you will see a warning in the text area and a yellow exclamation mark in the
“User guide(s)” button to warn you of possible issues when changing from the current 
software version to the latest.  The text gives a short description of the upgrade warning and 
clicking on the “User guide(s)” button gives more information using a system web browser 
link (this feature requires a live internet connection).

9.4  Multiple unit upgrades

If your units are in a multiple unit configuration (see section 10), you can upgrade all of them 
at the same time.  You can check to see if there is an upgrade available by clicking on the 
'Check multiple units for upgrade' button.  You can then go on to perform a multiple unit 
upgrade by clicking the 'Modify all multi-unit firmware now' button and the upgrade of all 
units connected to the multi-unit bus will take place simultaneously.

9.5  Firmware upgrades using the unit bootloader

If a unit contains no valid software, the main LED will flash rapidly instead of the normal 
once per second style flash sequence when powered on.  This can happen for example if there 
is a power failure during an upgrade, the user cancels the operation during an upgrade, or the 
serial port cable becomes disconnected during an upgrade.

If you power on a unit in this state it enters the built in bootloader and normal operation is not 
possible via the terminal menu system.

However, if you use the 'Upgrades' button in the AntiTermPro side menu, a unit can be 
upgraded to restore the unit firmware:-
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If you now start a firmware update, a new valid version of the firmware will be loaded into the
connected unit and normal operation can resume.

9.6  Firmware upgrade requirements

To allow for successful firmware upgrades, the following conditions need to be met:-

9.6.1  Valid Internet connection

Automated firmware upgrades require a valid Internet connection.  AntiTermPro must have 
Internet access in order to check and download the firmware for upgrades.  AntiTermPro 
requests a standard Internet HTTP request on port 80 and returns results in the form of web 
pages on this same port.  Users in a business environment where individual applications need 
approval for connection to the Internet may need to seek permission for Internet access.

9.6.2  Valid serial port settings

All upgrades are started at 115,200 baud, 8 bits, no parity and 1 stop bit which is the playback 
and menu AntiLog default serial port settings.  (The port settings may dynamically change 
during an upgrade but will return to these settings when an upgrade has completed.) The menu
system on the target must respond with these settings active.  

If the current menu settings are not valid, the following display will be shown:-
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Figure 34: Firmware upgrade from unit bootloader



Return to the terminal and set the connected unit's menu system to the required serial port 
settings and then match AntiTermPro's settings using the 'Term Settings' side menu.

9.6.3  Menu system must not be locked

Upgrades cannot be performed if the connected menu is locked:-

AntiLog-M[R] V8.0b, Serial number ASL/16/4680, 19-Dec-2019 05:25:52.296

- Playback Menu mode
- 338387 bytes recorded in 1 session, 0% of 3.8GB
- Data transfer and 'On' button aware

 <S> Start playback now (or use 'On' button)
 !LOCKED! Recording options
 !LOCKED! Playback options
 !LOCKED! General options
 <L> UnLock user options
 <B> Battery check
 <A> About AntiLog
 <U> Shut down
? 

The display changes to the following if the menu lock condition is detected:-
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Figure 35: Firmware update wrong port settings

Figure 36: Firmware upgrade with menu locked



To unlock the AntiLog menu system, briefly press the 'On' button on the connected unit and 
the 'Unit Firmware' display will update.

9.7  Internet privacy policy

AntiTermPro uses web page access to servers at www.antilog.co.uk to perform version 
checking and firmware image downloads.  AntiTermPro sends an HTTP request on port 80 
which contains the following information:-

• Product Serial Number.
• Product ID number (e.g. 16 for AntiLog, 23 for AntiLogPro units).
• Product option configuration (e.g. Forced Power 'P' option).
• Current version number (e.g. V5.4).
• Whether the upgrade request is forced to be single channel.
• Whether this is a request for information only or the full firmware image.
• Message verification code (equivalent of a message checksum).

No other information is collected at the server.  For example, no other information is collected
about your current PC or any personal information or account details. No internet cookies are 
involved in the upgrade process.
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10.  Multiple unit operation

10.1  Multiple unit introduction

The AntiLogPro OEM product and AntiLogPro Production Programmer equipment support 
full multiple unit operation.  In this configuration, multiple boards are linked together as one 
and controlled through a dedicated serial port interface.  A dedicated proprietary Anticyclone 
Systems Ltd ASLCMD command language[2] is used as the basis for this multiple unit 
communication.

Normally, AntiLogPro units are not able to switch back into playback mode once they are 
running in record mode without restarting them.  However, the multiple unit connection is 
independent of the normal dual channel unit operation so you can use the multiple unit 
interface to switch between record and playback modes whenever you like and even monitor 
units while they are operating in the record mode.

The boxed AntiLogPro units also support this multiple unit command language on the port 
configured as the menu. However, no access is possible to the third multi-unit Auxiliary serial
port bus and so some of the functionality is therefore limited.  You cannot for example, use 
commands to switch between record and playback modes or command the unit at all in record 
mode.

10.2  Multiple unit hardware configuration

Each unit in a multiple unit configuration is given a unique 'bus address' in the range 1 to 255. 
Therefore in theory, up to 255 dual channel units could be connected together this way.

A single RS232 level shifter allows a host system (e.g. a PC running AntiTermPro) to control 
all of the units in the system via just one standard serial port connection.  AntiLogPro OEM 
units are supplied as standard with the  forced power ('P') option which means all units on the 
multi-unit bus will start working as soon as power is applied. 

Details on how to connect AntiLogPro OEM units in a multiple unit system can be found in 
the 'AntiLogPro RS232 Data Logging System OEM Supplement' [1].
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Figure 37: Multiple unit operation
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10.3  AntiTermPro multiple unit adaptive GUI

When you first enter the multiple unit GUI via the side menu, AntiTermPro will communicate
with any connected units that support the multiple unit command set and display what it has 
found.  If no units have been detected, a display such as the one that follows is shown with the
default 'Version' and 'Errors' tabs present:-

Units will only be detected if AntiTermPro is connected to a dedicated multi-unit bus and 
multiple unit mode has been enabled in the 'General Options' menu, or the multiple unit mode 
has not been enabled and AntiTermPro is instead connected to the serial port used for the 
main playback menu system.  The multiple unit mode is not supported for the original 
AntiLog hardware (serial numbered ASL/16/nnn).

If one or more units are detected, communications will occur to determine what GUI tabs the 
product supports in a dynamic way depending on product type and the version of software the 
unit is running.  

So for example, a display similar to the following (Figure 39) will appear if an AntiLogPro 
boxed unit is detected which supports the 'Version' and 'Errors' tabs (which are always 
required as a part of the multiple unit specification) and the discovered 'Media' through to 
'Mode' set of tabs.  

In the example, the connected unit is running V8.1 of the AntiLogPro software which has 
detected an external environment sensor at start up, so there is an additional 'Env' tab present.  
This tab can show real time atmospheric temperature, humidity and pressure readings where 
available (see section 10.3.3).  This tab is an example of a dynamically displayed item as it 
would not appear if the unit had not detected a supported sensor at start up or was running 
V8.0b or lower of the AntiLogPro software.
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Figure 38: Example of no units detected in a multiple unit system



Clicking on one of the tabs will open that tab and AntiTermPro will dynamically update the 
table content for that tab by polling through all the units on the serial port connection and 
displaying the results. 

An example follows were clicking on the 'ADC' tab has discovered three AntiLogPro OEM 
units that have been detected on the multi-unit bus and the ADC readings for each unit are 
updated in real time on the display.. 
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Figure 39: Example of a connected AntiLogPro boxed unit

Figure 40: Example ADC multiple unit display with 3 connected units



10.3.1  Multiple unit tab buttons and options

The multiple unit tabs available are always dynamic based on the build of the software on the 
connected unit.  The following tabs are available when connecting an AntiLogPro unit 
running V8.1 software.

Tab Name Displayed Content

Version Product name, software version, software build date, Unit serial number, unit 
features (purchased options), user unit ID name, flags (e.g. 'MULTIBUS' for multi-
unit bus operation) and the current software build number.

Errors Error code, command that gave the error code, Error message text and an LED 
mode indicator (e.g. red for record, green for menu and playback).

Media Total media capacity, recording method, number of recorded sessions on media, 
number of bytes recorded on channels 1 and 2, percentage of the media storage 
used, a flag to indicate if a buffer overrun event has occurred and a flag to indicate 
whether the recording write method is a 'ring buffer'.

ADC Unit supply voltage.

DIO Selected digital input/output line states.

Env Environmental sensor readings from a supported external I2C environment sensor 
device attached to the AntiLogPro OEM J3 header.  Readings for temperature, 
humidity and pressure may be available depending on the sensor's capabilities.

Ports Current serial port assignments and their operating modes.

RTC Real time clock value (rounded to nearest second for the multiple unit display) and a
validity flag.

Hardware Hardware PCB board revision, MCU revision identification number and MCU 
hardware revision code.

Mode Bus menu 'Connect' button to take you to that unit's menu system, the operating 
mode, the general settings which apply to that mode and an 'LED' type display 
indicating the operating mode (e.g. red for record, green for menu and playback).

Table 2: Multiple unit tabs for AntiLogPro V8.1

Most display tabs support content that is read only but some have buttons or options below the
table content which allow interaction.  For example, the 'Media' tab has 'Recover' and 'Erase' 
buttons below the table content. 
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In the case of the 'Media' tab (see figure 41) , the user can erase or recover all data on all units 
in a multiple unit system at the same time (in this case after a confirmation requester appears 
confirming you really want to perform these operations).

10.3.2  Connection to an individual menu in a multiple unit configuration

The 'Mode' tab is a special case tab as it has an additional column containing a series of 
'Connect' buttons which correspond to a bus address.  The 'Record', 'Playback' and 'Playback 
Menu' buttons below the table allow switching all connected units between the stated 
AntiLogPro operating modes but the 'Connect' buttons allow you to make a direct connection 
to the menu system of just one of the units in a multiple unit configuration. This is ideal if you
need to make settings changes to a single unit at a time in a multiple unit environment.
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Figure 42: The Multiple unit 'Mode' tab for AntiLogPro with 'Connect' buttons

Figure 41: Example of button options on the multiple unit 'Media' tab.



Clicking the 'Connect' button for a bus address switches focus to the Terminal display and a 
modified AntiLogPro main menu is displayed for the unit at this bus address on the multi-unit 
serial port bus.  Once connected, you can configure this connected unit as normal with the 
standard menu system for record and playback activities.

AntiLogPro_OEM-P V8.1, Serial number ASL/23/001, 13-May-2020 20:22:11.861

- Playback Menu mode
- Ch1=10590, Ch2=20 bytes recorded in 3 sessions, 0% of 3.6GB
- Data transfer and 'On' button playback disabled for menu on multi-unit bus

 <R> Recording options
 <P> Playback options
 <G> General options
 <L> Lock user options
 <A> About AntiLog
 <X> Exit multiple unit menu connection
? 

Notice that you cannot play back data whilst in this menu connection mode and the normal 
shutdown main menu option has been changed to one allowing you to exit from the bus menu 
connection.  

If you select the exit option in the main menu or send any valid ASLCMD command at any 
menu level, the direct menu connection on the multi-unit bus will cease and normal multiple 
unit operation will recommence on the multi-unit bus serial port.  Click on the AntiTermPro 
side menu 'Multiple Units' button to return to the multiple unit display.

10.3.3  External environment sensor display tab

If your AntiLogPro unit is running V8.1 or later of the system software then an 'Env' tab will 
appear if a supported external environment sensor has been detected on the OEM J3 header 
I2C bus at power up.  Only selected I2C based sensors are supported. See the AntiLog User 
Guide and AntiLogPro OEM user guides for more details[1][3].
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Figure 43: The environment multiple unit display tab



The displayed content depends on the sensor connected.  For example, the supported Texas 
Instruments HDC1080 device will only display temperature and humidity as there is no 
barometric pressure sensing element in the device, but the supported Bosch BME280 supports
all three sensing elements. Each AntiLogPro unit can only support one environment sensor at 
a time.

This tab is useful during record mode if you are connected to the dedicated multi-unit bus.  
You can see a real time display of these parameters whilst the unit is recording data, even if 
environment values are not selected for logging.

10.3.4  Sending ASLCMD commands

Beneath the tab display is an area where you can manually send ASLCMD commands.  
Normally, all ASLCMD commands must have a valid checksum calculated and appended and 
must end with an end of line sequence.  However, commands entered here and sent using the 
'Send' button will have the checksums and end of line sequence automatically appended (do 
not try and add a checksum or end of line characters to any command entered yourself).

The command area knows all commands start with a '#' character so if one is not present, it 
will be prefixed automatically before building the command to send.  

As an example, you would normally use the 'Mode' tab to switch all connected AntiLogPro 
units to the required operating mode.  Instead, you could use the 'MOD' ASLCMD command 
and the PBMENU keyword to switch all units into a mode such as the playback menu mode.  
The green 'Message' area above the command entry box shows the command submitted (but 
hides the command checksum and line termination for clarity).

Note that you cannot send commands that have the HDGS keyword in them from this display 
as these are reserved for use within AntiTermPro while the multiple unit mode is active.  If 
you do want to send ASLCMD commands that have the HDGS keyword present, use the 
Macro feature and the terminal which do not restrict command line content in this way.
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Figure 44: Example of sending an ASLCMD command to change AntiLogPro mode.



Appendix A.  Glossary of terms, abbreviations and acronyms
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
COM Serial communications port
EXOR Logical Exclusive OR operation
FAT File Allocation Table (Microsoft file system)
GLONASS Global Navigation Satellite System, Russia
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
GPS Global Positioning System
GUI Graphical User Interface
HEX Hexadecimal number representation
I2C Packet switched, 2-wire serial computer bus (NXP Semiconductors)
LED Light Emitting Diode
MCU Microcontroller Unit
MMC Multi Media Card
NMEA National Marine Electronics Association
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
PC Personal Computer
PDA Personal Data Assistant
RS232 A common physical interface standard specified by the Electronic 

Industries Association (EIA) for the interconnection of devices.
RTC Real Time Clock
SD Secure Digital media
SDHC Secure Digital, High Capacity Media 
SDXC Secure Digital, Extended Capacity Media 
UTC Universal Coordinated Time
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Appendix B.  Terminal settings defaults
In the Terminal Settings display, you can reset the settings to defaults to ensure you know the 
exact state of the terminal program before making changes.  These defaults are those used by 
all AntiLog based products and are compatible with 'factory defaults' in those products.

Option Default State

Com Port First active port discovered on your PC, or COM1

Baud Rate 115200

Stop Bits One

Data Bits 8

Parity None

Lock User Options No

Keyboard Enter Enter = CR + LF

Tab Size 8

Font Size 10

Carriage Return CR = CR only

Table 3: Terminal settings defaults
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Appendix C.  Macro insertion codes

C.1  Character codes

The following are Macro Insertion codes for one or more discrete ASCII characters.

Code Default State

&tab; Insert an ASCII tab character (9 dec, 0x09 hex)

&amp; Insert Ampersand character (&)

&esc; Insert ASCII Escape character  (27 dec, 0x1B hex)

&lt; Insert less than character (<)

&gt; Insert greater than character (>)

&quot; Insert quote character (”)

&null; Insert NULL character (0 dec, 0x00 hex).

&cr; Insert Carriage Return (13 Dec, 0x0D hex) 

&lf; Insert Line Feed (10 Dec, 0x0A hex) 

&crlf; Insert Carriage Return and Line Feed

Table 4: Macro character codes

C.2  Date and time functions

The following are Macro Insertion codes for inserting UTC or local date and time.

Code Default State

&utctime; Insert UTC time as HH:mm:ss.fff

&utcdate; Insert UTC date as dd-MMM-yyyy

&utcdatetime; Insert UTC date and time as dd-MMM-yyyy HH:mm:ss.fff

&utcdatetime=fmt; Insert UTC date and time in specified format

&localtime; Insert local time as HH:MM:SS.ssss

&localdate; Insert local date as dd-MMM-yyyy

&localdatetime; Insert local date and time as dd-MMM-yyyy HH:mm:ss.fff

&localdatetime=fmt; Insert local date and time in specified format

Table 5: Macro date and time codes

C.2.1  Date and time specified formatting

The  &utcdatetime=fmt;  and  &localdatetime=fmt; functions take a user format string (fmt) to format
the output.  The default format is “dd-MMM-yyyy HH:mm:ss.fff”.  The format string is highly 
flexible as it uses the Microsoft C# DateTime format string and it's capabilities are beyond the scope 
of this document so if you want exact control over the formatting string you should look up the detail 
in Microsoft's freely available online developer documentation.  A cut down summary of all the 
formatting options follows. Note that double quotes are stripped from the string before being handed 
to the formatter so the examples with quoted strings will need single, not double quotes.
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Date and Time Format Function

d The day of the month, from 1 through 31. 

dd The day of the month, from 01 through 31. 

ddd The abbreviated name of the day of the week, e.g. Mon. 

dddd The full name of the day of the week, e.g. Monday. 

f The tenths of a second in a date and time value. 

ff The hundredths of a second in a date and time value. 

fff The milliseconds in a date and time value. 

h The hour, using a 12-hour clock from 1 to 12. 

hh The hour, using a 12-hour clock from 01 to 12. 

H The hour, using a 24-hour clock from 0 to 23. 

HH The hour, using a 24-hour clock from 00 to 23. 

K Time zone information. 

m The minute, from 0 through 59. 

mm The minute, from 00 through 59. 

M The month, from 1 through 12. 

MM The month, from 01 through 12. 

MMM The abbreviated name of the month, e.g. Oct. 

MMMM The full name of the month, e.g. October

s The second, from 0 through 59. 

ss The second, from 00 through 59. 

tt The AM/PM designator. 

y The year, from 0 to 99. 

yy The year, from 00 to 99. 

yyyy The year as a four-digit number. 

Table 6: Custom macro date and time formatting

C.3  Checksum functions

The following are Macro Insertion codes for inserting NMEA and ASLCMD compatible 
checksums to the end of command or NMEA sentence sequences.

Code Default State

&aslcmd; Insert ASLCMD compatible checksum starting at '#'

&nmea; Insert NMEA compatible checksum starting at '$'

Table 7: Macro checksum codes
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C.4  Count codes

Code Default State

&count; Insert current count value at current position

&count=params; Set the count's current value, increment and output format

Table 8: Macro count codes

The counter is implemented as a 64 bit integer and so it is able to count from 
-9223372036854775808 to 9223372036854775807 in decimal (0x0000000000000000 to 
0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF in hexadecimal).  You have the option to display the number as a 
decimal, hexadecimal or length set hex string (e.g. fixed four characters).
The “params” field can be one or more of the following separated by commas:-

Parameter(s) Function

value Set the current value

INC,incval Set the incval to add to the count after each time it is used (can be negative)

DEC Output count as a decimal number

HEX Output count as a hexadecimal number

HEX02 Output count as a hexadecimal number, lower 2 characters

HEX04 Output count as a hexadecimal number, lower 4 characters

HEX08 Output count as a hexadecimal number, lower 8 characters

HEX16 Output count as a hexadecimal number, 16 characters

Table 9: Macro count parameters for count code

For example:-

&count=50,INC-1,HEX04;

C.5  Special function codes

Code Default State

&file=filename; Insert named file (filename) at current position

Table 10: Macro special function codes
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